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“What’s a spirit family?”Little Fire asked.

Omi shook his head, “I don’t know exactly, someone used to think of me as a spirit tribe, huh?”

Mu Qianji said, “The Spirit Clan is the Half Immortal Clan.Sparse in number, I heard that in the Seven
Seas, their strength is no worse than those five eating and using pseudo-immortal weapons, it’s just
that their population is sparse and they don’t participate in non-competition, but the five powers of
the Seven Seas don’t dare to mess with them.”

“Alright, let’s talk as we walk.”

Omi made his way to Zhubai City.

Before Omi descended, he asked Tang Jingtian to wait in Zhubai City, so when he arrived at one of
Zhubai City’s mansions, Omi saw Tang Jingtian.

“Fifth Uncle.”

“Hey, why have you returned so quickly.”

Omi said, “Entering the Mortal Realm is like a whale in the sea entering a pond, not to mention how
uncomfortable it is, you can’t stay for a minute.Also, there are no relatives you know in the mortal
realm, so you turn around and then come up early.By the way, this is Purple Pupil, from the Dragon
Clan, and this is Little Fire, from the Unicorn Clan.They can transform into human forms once they
reach the distinction stage, and you’ll have the chance to see them in their original form again in the
future.”

“It’s fine, but are you sure that this Little Fire is a Qilin Clan?”

“Yes.” Remember the URL .kanshu8.net

Tang Jingtian said, “Omi, I’ve read an ancient book before that says that the Qilin is a holy beast that
rarely exists in our spirit world.”

“Uh.”

“I just read what the ancient book said, the truth or falsehood is unknown ah.”Tang Jingtian smiled.

Omi said, “Fifth Uncle, it’s almost time for us to go to the Four Seas, after all, the aura here is weak,
there’s no point in staying here.”

“Good.”

Omi quickly returned to the Four Heavy Seas.

Arriving at the Four Seas, he went straight to Xia Xiaoxin’s house.



“Xia Xiaoxin.”

“Ah, Omi.”Xia Xiaoxin looked at the three strangers around Omi and was a bit reserved.

Omi said, “This is my fifth uncle, Tang Jingtian, this is my brother, Little Fire, his original form is a
unicorn, and this is my nephew, Purple Pupil, his original form is a black dragon.”

Little Fire was a little shy and greeted Xia Xiaoxin, “Hello.”

“Hello.”Xia Xiaoxin also nodded her head somewhat shyly.

Zi Hitomi was not shy and asked, “Uncle Minister, is this also your sister-in-law?”

Omi rolled his eyes, “Is Uncle Minister such a flirtatious person in your eyes?”

“Uh, so what should I call him.”Zi Tong Xin said, “My father told me that Uncle Chen is a suave man.

Mu Qianji said, “Call him Sister Xiaoxin.”

“Oh, Sister Xiaoxin, hello, please take care of each other.”

“Mmm, take care of each other.”Xia Xiaoxin was also quite shy and wasn’t the type of person who was
very active in appearance.

Omi said, “Everyone don’t stand here, go into the house, right, Xiaoxin, where’s my Xiao Bai?”

“She’s in the backyard, I’ll call her out.”Xia Xiaoxin whistled.

Soon after, a small white dragon flew out of the house.

“Brother.”The little white dragon shouted happily when it saw Omi.

“Little White, long time no see, grown up so much.”Omi smiled hehehe.

Little White immediately wrapped around Omi’s body.

“Brother, Xiaobai misses you so much, where have you been, why are you only looking for me now.”

“Brother had something to do, but don’t worry, I’ll always have you with me from now on.”

“Mmhmm, Xiaobai never wants to be separated from his brother and sister again.”The little white
dragon was happy.

Omi said, “Little Bai, do you want to become a Mahayana stage powerhouse ah.”
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p; “Think, my sister says she’s all your help, can you make me a Maharishi too?”

“Of course.”

Mu Qianji said, “Omi, Sebastian is still so young, are you sure you want to make her speedy, why don’t
you wait until she’s a bit older, she’s still so young, her mind or body may not be able to handle it.”



Omi nodded, “Also, there’s no rush anyway.Little Bai, then, when you’re an adult, brother will help
you.”

“But, when will Little Bai be an adult.”

“This, I don’t know.”

Xia: “In about sixteen years or so, Sebastian will almost reach the age of 15 for humans.”

“Then let’s wait sixteen years.”

Omi didn’t help Little White Dragon refine the spirit stones, Little White Dragon didn’t even know
what refining was yet, she was now the equivalent of a 3 or 4 year old human child, how would she
know that much.

The next day.

“Xia Xiaoxin, let’s go.”

“Going somewhere.”

“Didn’t we agree to increase our knowledge with me from now on?For now, we’ll go to the Five Heavy
Seas, and when the time comes, we’ll go to the Six Heavy Seas.”

“But, so sudden.”

“I’ll give you an hour to say goodbye to your family.”

An hour later, Omi brought Xia Xiaoxin and the others and entered the Five Heavy Seas.

After arriving at the Five Heavy Seas, Omi arrived over a certain lake.

Omi shouted, “Eight Eyes, don’t come out yet.”

“Wow.”A strange beast with eight eyes suddenly rushed out of the lake.

It was precisely Eight Eyes, Omi was thinking, Eight Eyes in its original form was so ugly, if it were to
transform into human form in the future, it would definitely be ugly as hell.However, it was estimated
that Eight Eyes would have to reach the robbery to be able to hallucinate into human form.

“Senior Tang.”Eight Eyes called out in surprise.

Omi said, “Eight Eyes, once I promised you that in the future, I will help you enter the Six Seas.”

“Mmhmm.”Hachimoku nodded excitedly.

“Now you follow me, nine months later, the Rainbow Bridge will open, and I’ll take you to the Six
Seas.”

“Thank you, Senior Tang, thank you.”Eight Eyes was grateful, not expecting that Omi would fulfill his
original promise so soon.

“Let’s go, let’s go stay at the Blue Fox Family first.”



“Yes, Senior Tang.”

Omi arrived at the Blue Fox Family and directly took over the Blue Fox Family first, no one in the Blue
Fox Family was able to resist Omi and could only serve him with care.

In the blink of an eye, nine months passed.

Finally, the day for the Rainbow Bridge to open had arrived again.

Early in the morning, Omi waited on the ground where the Rainbow Bridge was about to land.

Little Fire and Purple Pupil both looked excited.

“It’s going to be the Six Seas, so excited.”.

Omi was speechless, “For you, what’s the difference between the five heavy seas and the six heavy
seas, what are you so excited about.”

“Uh, it seems like it.”Little Fire was suddenly not excited.

“Speechless.”Mu Qianji smiled.

Soon, the Rainbow Bridge landed and Omi and the others were the first to board it, followed by some
people from the Blue Fox Family, and Omi didn’t bother with them.

Along the way to the Six Heavy Sea, he stood on one of the streets of the Six Heavy Sea.

“Brother Chen, is this your home in the Six Heavy Seas?”Little Fire asked.

“No, it’s still another day’s drive, my home is in the Moji Dynasty, let’s go.”Omi flew off, the rest of
them following behind him.

A day later, they finally returned to the Moji Dynasty’s palace, after a year.
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